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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Renewable Energy - Our World in Data��Breakdown of renewables in the energy mixIn the section above we looked at what share renewable technologies collectively accounted for in the energy mix.In the charts shown here, we look at the breakdown of renewable technologies by their components – hydropower, solar, wind, and others.The first chart shows this as a stacked area chart, which allows us to more readily see the breakdown of the renewable mix and the relative contribution of each. The second chart is shown as a line chart, allowing us to see more clearly how each source is changing over time.Globally we see that hydropower is by far the largest modern renewable source. But we also see wind and solar power are both growing rapidly.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/energy?facet=none&hideControls=false&Total+or+Breakdown=Select+a+source&Energy+or+Electricity=Electricity+only&Metric=Annual+generation&country=USA~GBR~CHN~OWID_WRL~IND~BRA~ZAF
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❖ Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
 Gases in the earth’s 

atmosphere that trap heat. 
 Resulting in global warming 

and climate change. 
 Carbon Dioxide 
 Methane 
 Nitrous Oxide 
 Chlorofluorocarbons 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
production of energy that is responsible for 87% of global greenhouse gas emissions and as the chart below shows, people in the richest countries have the very highest emissions.
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❖ Energy Access
 having an electricity source that 

can provide the very basics 

 Lighting 

 Charge a phone 

 Power a radio for 4 
hours per day 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The world’s energy problem - Our World in Data��The first global energy problem relates to the left-hand side of the scatter-plot above.People in very poor countries have very low emissions. On average, people in the US emit more carbon dioxide in 4 days than people in poor countries – such as Ethiopia, Uganda, or Malawi – emit in an entire year.1The reason that the emissions of the poor are low is that they lack access to modern energy and technology. The energy problem of the poorer half of the world is energy poverty. The two charts below show that large shares of people in countries with a GDP per capita of less than $25,000 do not have access to electricity and clean cooking fuels.2�
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The world’s energy problem - Our World in Data��The data is now also plotted on log-log scales which has the advantage that you can see the rates of change easily. On a logarithmic axis the steepness of the line corresponds to the rate of change. What the chart shows is that low- and middle-income countries increased their emissions at very similar rates.By default the chart shows the change of income and emission for the 14 countries that are home to more than 100 million people, but you can add other countries to the chart.What has been true in the past two decades will be true in the future. For the poorer three-quarters of the world income growth means catching up with the good living conditions of the richer world, but unless there are cheap alternatives to fossil fuels it also means catching up with the high emissions of the richer world.
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